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Abstract. The objective of this demonstration is to show how intelli-
gent agents using a BDI architecture can be exposed as web services and
integrated with existing cloud services. We will use JADE and BDI4JADE
to expose an intelligent agent as a service that can be integrated with
different cloud-based services, such as Amazon AWS services and Google
Home.
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1 Introduction

Using agents in conjunction with the Semantic Web is not a novel idea [3, 7].
Additionally, model-driven development (MDD) techniques for developing agent
models such as GAIA [9] and Tropos [1] can be used in the Semantic Web
context [5] in order to allow the modelling of web-capable agents. Despite the
extensive research already done in these fields, the advent of the Web of Things
(WoT) [4] has encouraged a re-visitation on the use of agents in the context
of the Semantic Web as a viable approach for deploying autonomous systems
within the WoT [2].

Our research resides in the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering domain.
During the study of existing agent modeling methodologies and their relationship
with Web architectures, we decided to implement web-capable agents (exposed
as web services) to serve as an evolving proof-of-concept, to be used during the
course of our work.

With that in mind, in this demo session we will present a Smart Agenda
multiagent system (MAS), which is built to function as an agent-based personal
assistant. For example, if the user updates his agenda with a meeting in Brussels
and he is in Paris, the Smart Agenda system is supposed to detect that the user
needs a train to go from Paris to Brussels, and use a text-to-speech service in or-
der to ask Google Home to book a train ticket. We will detail our implementation
in the next paragraphs.
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2 Framework

In this first phase of our project, our objective was to implement a MAS able to
handle all the tasks associated with a specific event. While we identified existing
work on integrating JADE agents and web services [6], we felt it was necessary to
have a new implementation in face of the current state of all related technology.
The main technologies and related concepts used in this implementation are
described below:

• Jade and WSIG: Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE)1 is a FIPA2-
compliant software framework implemented using the Java programming
language. It also possess an add-on aimed at providing support for exposing
agents as web services called WSIG3. This add-on acts as a relaying gateway,
handling all requests coming from the Web and sending them to the agent-
based system.

• BDI4JADE 4: A Java package that implements the BDI (belief-desire-intention)
agent architecture [8] on top of JADE. It allows the creation of BDI agents
through the extension of provided classes. Since it is built on top of JADE,
all BDI agents created through the use of this library are also JADE agents.

• AWS Polly 5: An Amazon web service that provides text-to-speech features.
It is used to turn text into speech that sounds like a human voice.

3 Smart Agenda

In this section we present the Smart Agenda, a MAS aimed at providing smart
event management for its users. With the aid of intelligent agents, events are
scheduled and modified according to personal preferences and contextual condi-
tions.

3.1 Features

The Smart Agenda possesses an web page used as an interface between the user
and the MAS. After creating an account, the user can set personal preferences
regarding transportation, hotel stars, and hours. The web page is used to sched-
ule new events and to modify or view existing events. The system also allows the
user to create events involving other users, or to join existing events created by
other users. Events are classified either as ”individual events” or ”group events”.

Individual events are scheduled solely according to the user’s preferences.
They possess two distinct properties, named ”Automatic” and ”Movable”. An
automatic event can be scheduled by the agent arbitrarily along the day, accord-
ing to the preset user preferences. A movable event can be rescheduled without

1 http://jade.tilab.com/
2 http://www.fipa.org/
3 http://jade.tilab.com/doc/tutorials/WSIG Guide.pdf
4 http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/prosoft/bdi4jade/
5 https://aws.amazon.com/polly/
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the user’s confirmation if it’s necessary. Thus, if an automatic event is created,
the agent will try to find an available time slot in the agenda according to the
user’s preferences. If there is not a free slot long enough to accommodate it, the
agent will try to reorganize other movable events to optimize the day.

Group events are events shared by two or more users. They are non-movable
by default. When a user creates an event, he can assign it to an existing users
group. Group events can be marked as ”Optional”, meaning that the attendance
for all users is not mandatory. If at least two users within the group are available
at the scheduled time, the event will be created and added to these users’ agenda.
In the case the event is not marked as ”Optional”, the attendance is considered
mandatory for all participants - meaning that if at least one user is not available
at the scheduled time the event will not be created.

3.2 Architecture

The MAS is composed by four different agents: Coordinator, Manager, Agenda,
and Assistant. The Coordinator is responsible for handling all requests from the
Web. When a new user account is created, the request is forwarded to an available
Manager agent, which creates two new agents linked to this user: the Agenda
agent, and the Assistant agent. In order to provide scalability to the system each
Manager agent is responsible for a limited number of users. The Agenda agent
is responsible for processing all future event operations for the new user, and
the Assistant is the BDI agent responsible for processing complementary actions
related to an event (such as booking a ticket) and generating the final sentence
with the help of AWS Polly. Consequently, there are two agents (Assistant and
Agenda) for each user registered in the system.

When a new event is created in the user’s calendar, the Coordinator forwards
it to the corresponding Manager, which then sends it to user’s Agenda agent.
This event is added to the agenda and, if this is an individual event, the Assistant
agent creates its related Goals. A plan will be selected from an existing plan
library according to the user’s preferences and context-dependent feasibility. If
it fails, the next one will be tried. If the event contains the keywords ”rdv”,
”rendez vous” or ”meeting”, and ”@SomeTown”, the resulting plan will be a
sentence containing all the event’s elements: the date, the time, the starting and
arrival towns. This sentence is then translated into audio (speech) through the
use of the AWS Polly service, and finally played to Google Home with the help
of speakers. This architecture is shown in Figure 1, and its demonstration can
be found at: http://bit.ly/Emas18Demo

4 Discussion

As previously stated, this project is an evolving proof-of-concept. In this first
phase, we found a few difficulties related to the implementation (mostly related
to WSIG), but the MAS architecture was simple enough to be modelled using
a traditional BDI architecture. At the moment, the BDI model is limited to
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Fig. 1. Implementation architecture for the Smart Agenda agents

individual events and sequential goals (context dependency and AWS integra-
tion). The next steps reside in (i) expanding the BDI model (taking geographical
constraints and group preferences into consideration), (ii) the original related
research (architectural patterns for web-capable agents and related interaction
protocols, as well as their relationship with existing agent modelling methods)
and (ii) the implementation itself (comparing non-agent and agent-based ap-
proaches, automating the ticket booking process, improve shared events).
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